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In front of the door of reincarnation, sun Yerong and Shen Tu Wan'er started at the same time, but they 

failed to resolve the strangeness of the door. 

 

Wow. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation! Let's fight together today. You can't get reincarnation Heavenly Sword!" 

 

The people of several parties came here with basically the same purpose. After eye contact, they 

reached a preliminary cooperation agreement. 

 

After all, whoever they go out alone now will bear the pressure of other parties. The gains outweigh the 

losses. It's better to join hands to be the Lord of reincarnation first, and then discuss what they do later. 

 

That day, the evil Wolf grinned, but his eyes contained incomparable fierce light. 

 

"This boy has repeatedly disturbed the old alliance's plan. This account has not been settled with him! 

How can he escape easily?" 

 

With that, he led the people of the old alliance to rush up, surrounded Ye Chen and blocked the way. 

 

The leader of the shadow Legion remained silent for a moment before he shot again. 

 

The phantom behind him slowly gathered, and dozens of shadow soldiers emerged out of thin air. 

 



However, this time, the shadow soldiers formed a square array, roared and walked in a mighty way, and 

the killing breath was decisive and strong. 

 

The two Tianjiao of the feather emperor family are just candidates sent by the ancient emperor of the 

feather emperor to exercise their strength. They don't have very high expectations for them. 

 

Boom! 

 

With a wave of Zhao Qingxian's jade hand, the people behind her also pushed forward. 

 

For a time, many forces converged and the wind and cloud surged, while ye Chen, who was in the 

central vortex, didn't seem worried at all. 

 

He's waiting! 

 

Wait for the response of the door of reincarnation. 

 

Only when the door of reincarnation responds, can he open the void channel and enter it! 

 

If the door of reincarnation has not responded, they cannot enter here. 

 

Several powerful forces joined forces to launch an attack. 

 

The people of the old alliance rushed over first. The evil wolf of Tiansha stepped on the void and exuded 

the power of a fierce beast. 

 

Among the 16 star beasts, his strength is enough to rank in the top three, and he is a well deserved top 

power! 

 

"Lord of reincarnation! I will avenge kaluro. You must pay the price of bleeding!" 



 

The evil wolf of Tiansha flew all the way and directly tore the void in front of him. 

 

His sharp claws came through and crushed the law! 

 

The fierce evil Qi rose into the sky and filled the sky. Almost in an instant, it swallowed up this place. 

 

The evil wolf of Tiansha took the lead in storming the array, like a mountain. The more he pushed it, 

almost no one could beat him. 

 

And behind him was a piece of brilliance, which was the Obsidian butterfly. 

 

As long as the Obsidian butterfly is there, it can provide him with a steady stream of magic and help him 

recover his origin. 

 

"I'll come!" 

 

Shentu Waner took the lead in stepping out. At this time, she was energetic, holding the Wuwei 

Heavenly Sword, and suddenly cut forward! 

 

This cut will loosen the nearby space-time law! 

 

Boom! 

 

It was also at this time that the ferocity of Wuwei Tianjian and Tiansha evil wolf collided fiercely. 

 

After their violent impact, they spread out slowly. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er rose from the air, soared up, and shed a faint light, making her look like a god of war 

coming down from the ancient battlefield! 



 

"Your opponent is me!" 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er looked at the evil wolf and said coldly. 

 

The evil wolf of Tiansha sneered, and his eyes were as sharp as a knife. 

 

"It's just you? A woman! What qualifications do you have to fight me?" 

 

A smile of disdain appeared on his ferocious animal face. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er didn't talk nonsense with him and directly waved Wuwei Tianjian. 

 

The sword is as powerful as a tide! Rolling across. 

 

Shentu Waner's Kendo has always been like this. When she is not familiar with each other, she makes 

the first test. 

 

In the face of such sword Qi, the evil wolf of Tiansha gave a cry. 

 

But soon, he was engulfed by the fierce sword breath. The sword movement blew air and roared past 

his ears. 

 

The evil wolf of Tiansha was shocked. For a moment, he couldn't help retreating tens of thousands of 

meters. When he stood up, yaori butterfly stood around him and blocked the aftershock of the attack 

for him. 

 

"I didn't expect you to have such strength!" 

 

The evil wolf of Tiansha looked at Shen Tu Wan'er. 



 

"But in front of me, your struggle is still futile." 

 

The evil wolf sneered, and immediately his eyes were green. 

 

His wolf claw was like a sharp blade. He attacked in horror and went straight to Shentu Wan'er's face. 

 

This move came quietly and very dangerous. Shen Tu Wan'er changed her look and immediately used 

Wuwei Tianjian. 

 

Then a huge attack broke out again between the two. It was as majestic as a wave. The people around 

quickly retreated and couldn't participate in such a war. 

 

Wuwei Heavenly Sword is one of the eight heavenly swords with strong power. Even the Tiansha demon 

wolf dare not take the attack of this heavenly sword. 

 

The two fought in full swing, and it was difficult to distinguish between the two. The eyes of the Tiansha 

demon wolf became more and more dignified. His body dodged from left to right and avoided Wuwei 

Tianjian. He just wanted to look for opportunities and use big moves against him. 

 

"The way of Vajra's destruction!" 

 

The evil wolf of Tiansha was angry immediately. He drank angrily in a low voice. The rolling evil Qi was 

like a spirit mountain, rising into the sky and reaching the sky. 

 

For a moment, it filled the whole sky. 

 

Under his strong pressure, the surrounding air flow was forcibly squeezed away, forming a closed field. 

 

Even the air power was taken away, forming a closed void, which made Shen Tu Wan'er's action 

extremely slow. 



 

She was immediately shocked. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er had never dealt with this trick before. She could only try her best to stimulate the blood 

in her body, but it didn't help. 

 

For a moment, she couldn't help worrying. 

 

If you need to get out of trouble, I'm afraid it will take some time! 

 

But what we need most now is time! If it goes on like this, the war will end soon! 

 

"Let's see what the real supreme power is. For you ants, it's enough to open your eyes once in your life." 

 

The evil wolf said coldly, and his words were full of disdain. 

 

A moment later, he waved his paw and suddenly killed Shen Tu Wan'er. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er could only hold the hilt in front of him for the time being to block his blow. 

 

Boom! 

 

Her body was in a moment of turbulence and was about to be pierced by the sharp claws. 

 

For a moment, a palm print rushed into the air and directly broke the closed field. 

 

The angry air rushed in, and finally gave Shen Tu Wan'er a chance to breathe. She quickly retreated for 

several kilometers, stood in readiness, and observed while recovering. 

 



The one who did it was Ye Chen. He flew in and his toes were a little in the void. The whole person was 

floating like a relegated fairy, but it contained an incomparable majesty. 

 

"If you dare to hurt her, I will let you die without a burial place!" 

 

Ye Chen immediately opened his mouth, and his voice was indifferent. 

 

He took out the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, instantly summoned the bleeding dragon virtual shadow and 

ordered him to protect Shen Tu Wan'er. 
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"Blood dragon, I'll leave it to you! You and Wan'er join hands to deal with him. I'll go there." 

 

With that, ye Chen's body disappeared, but he didn't forget to punch the evil wolf before he left! 

 

On the other side, sun Yerong stopped Zhao Qingxian. Zhao Qingxian was interested in the beautiful and 

beautiful woman in front of him. 

 

She held a fiery red whip in her hand, as if she were in control of a flaming dragon. 

 

"Very good. I like your one. Sometimes it's boring to fight with men." 

 

Zhao Qingxian stretched out his tongue, licked his lips and disappeared the next moment. 

 

Sun Yerong, as the successor of Qinglian fairy, has a very keen perception. She blinked to the right for 

kilometers. 

 



Then she cut sideways and waved the green lotus sword. The lotus flowers formed a matrix and killed 

each other, which immediately ran through her body. 

 

Seeing this scene, sun Yerong's eyes changed, because it was only the shadow left by the other party. 

 

Sun Yerong's pupil shrank slightly, but at this time, she heard a voice in her ear, exhaling like blue, 

enchanting people's hearts. 

 

"Are you looking for me?" 

 

Sun Yerong hurriedly dodged, retreated and pulled out a distance. He was shocked to find that Zhao 

Qingxian was less than three meters away from him. 

 

How did she get here? What means were used? 

 

"Don't try to figure out my accomplishments. You can't deal with it anyway." 

 

Zhao Qingxian smiled again, and then his tone became a little regretful. 

 

"If it weren't for your hurry, I'd like to have a good time with you, but now, I can only make a quick 

decision." 

 

As soon as her voice fell, the whole person flashed out. The powerful impact, like a gorgeous meteor, 

came directly to sun Yerong and collided with the green lotus sword. 

 

Ye luo'er didn't do it, and her look became more and more dignified. 

 

Although sun Yerong is powerful, Zhao Qingxian is the top killer trained by the supreme daughter. Her 

cultivation is unfathomable. I'm afraid she is far above sun Yerong. 

 

How long can the three of them last? 



 

Ye luo'er's heart was full of worry. 

 

…… 

 

In the main battlefield, ye Chen fought against the shadow army alone, and the dark shadows 

surrounded him layer by layer. 

 

Like a ghost in the dark, the breath is very strong, and there is an elusive sense of mystery. 

 

Even though ye Chen has experienced a hundred battles, he has not been besieged by the disciples of 

the top sects of the three heavens at the same time. 

 

The wanxu temple, the old alliance and the wish god religion all set out to prevent him from getting the 

reincarnation Heavenly Sword. 

 

These tests are very severe. If someone else heard that any one of the three main gates was chasing 

him, I'm afraid he would be scared to pee. 

 

But who is Ye Chen? 

 

He is the Lord of reincarnation. He has all kinds of weather. He was born to go against heaven and earth 

and create his own brilliant emperor road. 

 

How could he easily admit defeat and surrender? 

 

At this time, the voice of the shadow leader sounded slowly. 

 

"Give up. The feather emperor sent us just to prevent you from getting the reincarnation sky sword. As 

long as you choose to give up now and don't step into the door of reincarnation, we can withdraw 

immediately." 



 

The chief shadow leader, who was tall and steady, was as undetectable as an abyss. 

 

There was a black light on the tip of his palm, which slowly condensed and then elongated into a black 

object. 

 

Light as fog and thick as dark iron, these are the life weapons they carry. Their lethality is very powerful. 

 

"What about the feather emperor and the devil ancestor? If he gets in my way, I'll let him walk on the 

huangquan road." 

 

Ye Chen raised his head, glanced at the invaders around one by one, and was full of arrogance and 

disdain. 

 

In his eyes, the war was burning, and three heavenly swords rushed out and hung behind him. 

 

With the rising of breath, the length increases sharply, just like three giant pillars standing in the void. 

 

The Lord of reincarnation can lose or die, but he will never shrink back. 

 

This is a belief engraved in the bones and an indelible pride. 

 

The shadow leader nodded. He already knew Ye Chen's idea, and it was useless to persuade him again. 

 

In that case, there is only fighting! 

 

For a moment, the shadow leader made a gesture. The shadow soldiers around Ye Chen swept like a 

strong wind and turned into demons. They clapped their palms and split towards the Lord of 

reincarnation. 

 



But they split on a piece of starlight, because ye Chen has summoned the star of desire as a defense. 

 

Wish Tianxing only lasted one minute. In the process, he released the snow buried stardust. 

 

The power of ice quickly sprang out and spread. The smell of the Supreme Master in the thirty-three 

days broke out, which caught people off guard. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation... Indeed, he is a man born with great luck. He has a wish, sky stars, snow buried 

stars, Sky Sword and other rare treasures. Can he face it calmly under such a severe siege?..." 

 

The face of the shadow leader hidden under the mask flashed. He seemed to have predicted the next 

fate of Ye Chen. 

 

There was a little cold light on the dark blade, and the endless cold path poured into it, bringing up a 

dark edge. 

 

One, two, three! 

 

In the dark night, wisps of black gas are transmitted to his body along the measured track. 

 

The violent power even makes the void collapse! 

 

The momentum of the shadow leader becomes stronger and stronger. 
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The sword in his hand has been gathering "potential". 

 

It's like a trickle flowing into the sea. With more roads, it also becomes surging. 



 

The shadow leader dragged the sword, and his killing intention soared in his eyes. 

 

The power of darkness can't go away. It seems to penetrate here in a moment, crush the void and 

destroy everything. 

 

"Shadow without double swords!" 

 

The sword of the shadow leader, carrying a vast breath of nothingness, directly stirred the clouds 

hundreds of thousands of kilometers around, mixed with great power. 

 

Forge ahead and fall boldly. 

 

The sky sword defense array built by Ye Chen was swallowed up by these sword Qi. 

 

The black Qi, mysterious and powerful, made Ye Chen feel frightened. 

 

All the people who fought around were attracted by the black air. They all turned their heads and looked 

here. 

 

Whether it was Zhao Qingxian of the wish God cult or the Tiansha demon wolf of the old alliance, they 

couldn't help but show a sneer. 

 

Others may not know what these shadow warriors do, but as the core members of their respective 

sects, they naturally understand what it means for the ancient emperor to send a shadow army. 

 

The shadow Legion is a pro Guardian army directly under the command of the ancient emperor Yu 

Huang. It is usually hidden in the dark. 

 

Only when it comes to important tasks, they will go out to implement them and solve their opponents 

by vigorous and resolute means. 



 

Every soldier of the shadow Legion is a widowed and lonely person. He is not limited by the rules of 

heaven, nor is he afraid of the cycle of cause and effect and reincarnation. 

 

Such a person can often become an excellent martyr! 

 

So are the dozens of shadow Legion soldiers entangled with Ye Chen. 

 

When ye Chen uses the power of reincarnation to break the situation, he finds that their fate is not 

connected with the way of heaven at all. 

 

In this way, the reincarnation blood force he used lost its function. 

 

"Your sword cut off the way of heaven, and didn't use the power of spiritual power rules at all!" 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice, his complexion was not very good-looking. 

 

The shadow leader smiled twice and his voice was a little low: "indeed, he is worthy of being the Lord of 

reincarnation. He can find out the secret of my sword, but what's the use of knowing it? The 

reincarnation power you rely on has no effect on me." 

 

The face of the shadow leader is hidden under the mask, but ye Chen can feel that there is a sneer at the 

corner of his mouth! 

 

Ye Chen didn't try to be brave, but retreated quickly to avoid the sword. 

 

This sword did not move the power of heaven and earth, nor communicated cause and effect, and cut 

off the connection with the avenue. 

 

If you hit him, I'm afraid it will cause irreversible damage to the fruit of reincarnation. 

 



So he decided to hide first. 

 

When ye Chen retreated, the shadow leader also accelerated his speed and killed him in the air with the 

shadow sword twisting like a black snake! 

 

The thick black gas formed in horror and burst the void. Ye Chen was to be completely suppressed and 

involved in it. He was terrified and no longer existed. 

 

In front of Ye Chen's eyes, the strong sword Qi was extremely viscous and pressed on his head, making 

people out of breath. 

 

That terrible thick sword light has come to Ye Chen. 

 

The time left for ye Chen is only a few interest. 

 

At this moment. 

 

Ye Chen instantly opened the reincarnation cemetery, and several virtual shadows flew out and stopped 

in front of him. 

 

Boom! 

 

A thunder light intertwined and instantly formed a thick shield. 

 

Boom! 

 

Outside the thunder shield, the flame spontaneously ignited without wind, and the blazing temperature 

made this space a little deformed. 

 

Hoo! 



 

The violent hurricane roared past, rolled up thousands of piles of rubble and smashed at the dark 

shadows. 

 

The three chaotic gods of wind, fire and thunder all stood out from the reincarnation cemetery and 

blocked the attack for ye Chen. 

 

"Little guy, we old guys only have a wisp of remnant soul. We linger in the reincarnation cemetery and 

have no contact with the way of heaven for a long time. We can deal with these attacks!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor laughed loudly and said heartily. 

 

The other two chaotic gods also shot at the same time. 

 

The black shadow magic sword, which was nibbled like a dream Warcraft, was blocked by the triple 

forces of wind, fire and thunder. 

 

With the obstruction of this moment, ye Chen can retreat to the safe area and breathe a sigh of relief. 

 

The shadow leader looked up and noticed the three smells. He looked a little dignified. 

 

These three breath also cut off the connection between heaven and earth and become a unique school. 

Its power can not be underestimated. 

 

But the shadow leader was happy and not afraid. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I have given you a chance. As long as you step back, we can be safe and sound. 

But if you don't want to, I'll show you today. You can't compete with the shadow sword of the wanxu 

temple!" 

 

The Kendo he held was extremely cold, like the eternal frost. 



 

Ye Chen tried to use the power of three heavenly swords, humming and trembling in unison, but he 

couldn't cut the thick black liquid. 

 

"If you want to hurt the existence recognized by the three of us, it depends on whether we agree or 

not!" 

 

The three chaotic gods hummed coldly in unison, gathering endless killing ideas. 

 

During this period of time, they also got along with Ye Chen for a long time, from the very disdain of Ye 

Chen at the beginning, to the later movement. 

 

Although they are a remnant and do not have noumenon, they regard Ye Chen as their last Apprentice 

from the bottom of their heart. 

 

Disciples are in trouble, how can they not help! 

 

The momentum of wind, fire and thunder rose rapidly and formed a rivalry with the viscous black sword 

Qi! 

 

And ye Chen looked a cold, and took this opportunity to retreat to the door of reincarnation. 

 

Three chaotic gods temporarily helped him stop the shadow leader. In the other two battlefields, Shen 

Tu Waner and sun Yerong also fell into a fierce battle. 

 

We have to think of a way to break the game as soon as possible. We can't spend any more! 

 

Ye Chen thought. 

 

At this time, he seemed to feel a mysterious call, his look suddenly changed, turned his head and stared 

at the door of reincarnation. 



 

On the surface, the door of samsara has not changed. 

 

But through the reincarnation heaven's eyes, ye Chen could see that majestic visions of heaven and 

earth poured out around the door, with a powerful momentum, as if to tear apart heaven and earth. 

 

The reincarnation force in Ye Chen's body also produced a certain impulse and kept pouring out. 

 

In the gate of reincarnation, it seems that something is calling. 

 

The same blood force of reincarnation comes down in one continuous line. 

 

Ye Chen came to the door of samsara and stretched out his hand. 

 

The previously hard and unbreakable door of reincarnation is now as broken as window paper. 

 

Ye Chen continued to urge the strength of reincarnation blood and poured it into it. Soon after, a slowly 

rotating void channel was formed in front of him, directly to the front. 

 

The gate is finally open! 
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Ye Chen's look suddenly shocked. 

 

He was quiet on the surface, and then transmitted the voice to the two women and the three emperors. 

 

But at this time, they were all in deep combat and could not get away easily. 



 

Ye Chen looked up at the door of reincarnation and gradually integrated a wisp of consciousness into it. 

 

"Since you call me to come on your own initiative, you should listen to my command! It is one of 

reincarnation!" 

 

Ye Chen entered the LORD with an incomparably domineering attitude. At the beginning, there was 

some resistance at the door of reincarnation. 

 

But ye Chen didn't leave any kindness and rolled it directly with blood power, which made it honest. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen's heart moved and directly mobilized part of the breath of the door of samsara, 

rushing out like the sea tide. 

 

This attack makes no difference, for everyone! 

 

The void within a radius of 100000 kilometers is where the reincarnation tide goes, surging and 

sweeping everything. 

 

Those who fought had to stop temporarily and build a defensive array to block the attack of the 

reincarnation tide. 

 

None of them thought that this was an attack mobilized by Ye Chen! 

 

When the sea tide swept out of the sky, it was also obliquely wrapped with the soft power of several 

reincarnations. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er and sun Yerong did not defend themselves after receiving Ye Chen's voice, but let those 

reincarnation forces roll themselves around and pull them back against the current. 

 

When ye Chen received everyone in front of the door of reincarnation, he immediately took them into 

it. 



 

"Let's go! The door of reincarnation has been opened!" 

 

Ye Chen said quickly. 

 

The two women immediately looked radiant and entered with Ye Chen. 

 

"Worthy of being the Lord of reincarnation! I knew you could handle it." 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er smiled and said to Ye Chen. 

 

She has always believed in Ye Chen. Even in the extremely dangerous situation, she believes that ye 

Chen can stand up and turn the tide. 

 

This has been the case a few times before, and this time too! 

 

"Good boy! It's not too late. Go in quickly!" 

 

Chaotic Leidi patted Ye Chen on the shoulder and smiled happily. 

 

They no longer hesitated and stepped into it. At this time, a bright channel loomed in front of them, 

emitting golden light, soft and sacred. 

 

After they walked a distance, the golden light converged. 

 

"It is worthy of the legendary reincarnation Heavenly Sword! After the display, it not only created one 

solid defense after another, but also has such powerful power." 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er couldn't help exclaiming. 

 



She once saw the records of reincarnation Heavenly Sword in the ancient books of Shentu family. It is an 

extremely powerful ancient sword, belonging to the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

Whenever there is chaos in the world and the clouds and clouds in the world rise again, the 

reincarnation Heavenly Sword will be born to find the reincarnation Lord of that term and complete the 

handover and control. 

 

If successful, reincarnation Tianjian will climb the peak and create brilliance with the Lord of 

reincarnation. 

 

If it fails, samsara Tianjian will find a place to shut down, seal itself and wait for the successor of the next 

life. 

 

In any case, the reincarnation Heavenly Sword will never die. It carries the power of six reincarnations 

and runs through ancient and modern times. It is one of the most eternal magic weapons in the world. 

 

The feeling in Ye Chen's blood is getting stronger and stronger. 

 

He can detect that the reincarnation Heavenly Sword is ahead! 

 

Walking in the void passage, the golden light and rain are flying and dancing, and the crystal petals are 

scattered, shining the whole void passage brilliantly and holy. 

 

When the light in front of them disappeared, they came to an ancient bronze hall! 

 

This hall is quite vast. The four pillars are separated in the southeast and northwest, just like the pillars 

of heaven. They stand tall and stand tall. 

 

When they came to the depths of the void, other people rushed here at the door of reincarnation. 

 

Those people looked angry and angry. 

 



"Damn Lord of reincarnation, he must have made contact with the door of reincarnation before he came 

to deliberately urge the power of reincarnation and confuse our sight." 

 

"Let's go! Let's go here too. We must not let him win the door of reincarnation!" 

 

"It's not too late. Let's go." 

 

The people who came after them entered the door of reincarnation one after another. Although they 

said that they would not let Ye Chen get the reincarnation Heavenly Sword, there were other small Jiujiu 

in their heart. 

 

Although they can't use the reincarnation Heavenly Sword, in addition to preventing Ye Chen from 

getting it, they can also take the Heavenly Sword and return it to the sect door for the elders to study. 

 

After all, reincarnation Heavenly Sword, but the most precious thing in the world, not everyone can get 

it. 

 

If they can get some secrets out of it, they may get an opportunity to fly into the sky. 

 

If you have a certain chance to break the restrictions of reincarnation Tianjian and take charge of it 

yourself, you will have a chance to dominate the Supreme Master! 

 

After several rounds of collision, they finally broke the barrier outside the reincarnation door. 

 

Next, I stepped on the golden channel. On both sides of the road, the golden light and scattered, sacred 

and hazy. 

 

But they are also experienced people and know that it must not be so simple. 

 

"Reincarnation Heavenly Sword is actually extremely cunning. You must be careful and don't fall into the 

trap! You are the Lord of reincarnation. With some tricks, you have successfully saved others." 

 



When several people entered here and passed through this golden channel, they were quite surprised. 

 

Why did you go all the way without any danger? 

 

At this time, ye Chen, who has come to the hall, feels their existence. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes changed slightly, and immediately he snorted coldly. 
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"Want to come in safely? I'm afraid it's not that easy!" 

 

Ye Chen has communicated with the reincarnation power here and produced a certain induction. 

Therefore, he integrates a trace of thunder power into it and expands it thousands of times. 

 

When these thunder forces were transmitted to the void, a layer by layer thunder network was formed, 

which caught people off guard and stunned. 

 

"Be careful! Those thunders don't seem to be simple and have extremely powerful lethality!" 

 

Before the reminder of the person in front of him fell, he heard a rumbling sound. 

 

Looking up, it turned out to be an unparalleled light, which fell suddenly. At this moment, the thunder 

turned into a fierce beast and surrounded the people. Even if someone reacted quickly, the thunder was 

very fierce and hurt many strong people. 

 

What ye Chen wants is such an effect. 

 

As long as we can stop them a little, we can buy ourselves a little time. 



 

The picture returns to the hall again. The bronze hall is simple and elegant without losing its dignity. In 

the deep part of the hall, that is, in the center, there is a golden sword suspended. 

 

The ancient throne is majestic and magnificent. Even if you are far away, you can feel the amazing 

power emanating from it. 

 

The sound of that call became stronger and stronger. 

 

It seems that there are two magnetic fields connected with each other. At this moment, they turn into a 

turbulent force, and the shock spreads. Even several others feel such a strange phenomenon. 

 

Ye Chen's palm took a step forward and touched the hazy boundary. 

 

Suddenly, his consciousness seemed to enter an extremely wide world. 

 

There was a golden sea, which was almost the same as the sea he had seen before. The rocks pierced 

the air, the huge waves beat the reefs, and the golden sword shadow across the sky was shining. 

 

Ye Chen saw this scene and her heart moved. 

 

Boom! 

 

The sea area was violently turbulent, rolling up thousands of layers of spiritual power waves. 

 

A mysterious force will suck Ye Chen into it. 

 

Without any hesitation, he pulled out his thoughts directly, returned to his noumenon, and restored 

Qingming again in front of him. 

 



As soon as he opened his eyes, he saw Shen Tu Wan'er and sun Yerong. They had come to the side and 

looked at him worried. 

 

"Are you okay?" 

 

The two women asked in unison. 

 

Then they were stunned. After their eyes met, they quickly moved away. 

 

"Just now you seemed to have been taken away your soul. Stay here. I thought you were attacked!" 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er breathed a sigh of relief and said. 

 

Sun Yerong is the same. Now in their hearts, ye Chen has become an indispensable part. 

 

"I'm fine. Don't worry. I'm just summoned by the reincarnation Heavenly Sword. I don't know whether 

it's a blessing or a curse." 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a long time and answered aloud. 

 

Since stepping into the door of samsara, he has been summoned by mysterious forces and attracted him 

to enter here. 

 

"Senior, you noticed it, didn't you?" 

 

As soon as ye Chen looked back, he saw the three chaotic gods, stopping to meditate and staring at the 

reincarnation Heavenly Sword. 

 

The three gods of chaos have lived for a long time and have rich experience. They have seen many 

strange things. 



 

So they can judge what the current situation is. 

 

"This is a reincarnation weapon exclusive to you. As far as you are concerned, your life will not be in 

danger after all, so you don't have to worry." 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos held his cheek with one hand. After considering it, he opened his mouth and said. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and thought it was reasonable. 

 

"However, according to what you said, it is very difficult to obtain this reincarnation sky sword, and from 

the previous barriers, it seems that there is a potential consciousness dominating this sword, which may 

also be the part you need to conquer!" 

 

Chaos Leidi also said. 

 

When ye Chen heard the speech, he looked cold. 

 

After the strong enemy, the thunder array he arranged can't last long. 

 

If you accept reincarnation Heavenly Sword rashly at this time, you don't know what kind of changes will 

happen. 

 

And he was worried about the safety of the people present. 

 

For a moment, he hesitated, who had always been decisive. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er saw what ye Chen was thinking, so she took a step closer to him and said softly: 

 



"Aren't we here to collect the reincarnation Heavenly Sword? Don't worry so much. Do your things 

regardless of success or failure! Do everything in accordance with the way of heaven." 

 

The chaotic three gods came to the entrance of the bronze hall. 

 

"Boy, don't worry. We can't support it here. Just use the chaotic thunder in your body completely to 

lead to the robbery of Tianlei, which is enough to block them for thirty or fifty days!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor smiled and said. 

 

He has never been afraid of heaven and earth. He has been in a high position for many years. How can 

he be afraid of these petty people! 

 

Even if there are only remnant souls left now, these people can't break through easily! 

 

Chaotic thunder emperor and chaotic wind emperor have no words, turn around and face the vast void 

in the form of soul body. 

 

They are determined to build a defense line for ye Chen. 

 

Sun Yerong nodded in agreement. 

 

"Go! When you get the reincarnation Heavenly Sword, they will know what is really terrible!" 

 

The two women drew out Wuwei Heavenly Sword and Qinglian divine sword respectively, about ye 

Chen. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen flashed all kinds of thoughts. He clenched his fist, and his look gradually 

changed from hesitation to firmness. 

 



Now he is stretched out, looking around at a loss, and has to be on guard against other people's raids 

everywhere. 

 

In the final analysis, the strength is not enough! 

 

If you are strong, you can push everything horizontally. How can you think so? 

 

For a warrior, a strong heart is particularly important. 

 

Hesitation will only hinder the Tao mind and become a stumbling block on the road of cultivation. 

 

"The way of reincarnation is the most sacred and powerful martial way between heaven and earth! I 

have a heart of Tao, which can step on heaven and earth, pick the sun and moon, level the stars and 

rivers, and walk in the void!" 

 

Ye Chen seems to be talking to herself and talking alone. 

 

His voice grew louder and his steps became more firm. 

 

Boom! 

 

When the last word fell, the scene in front of him suddenly changed, and he entered another void. 

 

The two women in the bronze hall looked at each other and nodded slightly. 

 

They must hold this array! 

 

…… 

 



Ye Chen returned to the golden sea again, and this time he no longer hesitated, but turned into a 

meteor and ran directly to the depths of the sea. 

 

There, there's what he wants! 

 

When he entered it, he saw that the calm waves suddenly flowed wildly, and turned into a light red 

bloody color. 

 

Boom! 

 

The waves below were like a giant beast, so they stared at Ye Chen and stormed, which caught people 

off guard. 

 

In the face of this scene, ye Chen still maintained a high-speed sprint. At the same time, his arm pressed 

down hard, and the surging reincarnation force flowed outward along the blood vessels and meridians. 
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Two bloody forces, one big and one small, collided fiercely, producing the ultimate explosive force. 

 

The endless wind spread around, baptized the impurities in the void and condensed into a thin blood 

film. 

 

And in the light blood film, it cracked slowly and showed a trace of golden light. 

 

Click! 

 

The sound of breaking is extremely abrupt. 

 



But it was at this moment that ye Chen suddenly got a new understanding, which was unprecedented 

and cleared away the previous tension and depression. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

When ye Chen was still wondering, a dazzling golden scale light suddenly appeared that day, dispelling 

the haze of the whole space and taking on a new look. 

 

Just then, the voice of the blood dragon came from his mind. 

 

"Master, this reincarnation force seems quite strong! I even want to devour it." 

 

The blood dragon was like a eater, and his voice was full of desire. 

 

Ye Chen also had a similar feeling. After thinking for a moment, he stepped in front of the cracked blood 

light rain, rolled his sleeve robe and closed all the blood rain between his sleeves. 

 

WOW! 

 

The fragments turned into a light, which drilled into Ye Chen's body to nourish his flesh. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly felt that a burst of light power into the body made people feel very comfortable. 

 

"This reincarnation force just began to regard me as an enemy. It was very fierce. Why did it suddenly 

change again?" 

 

Ye Chen is a little puzzled, but it is most important to improve her strength at this moment, and the 

reincarnation power in front of her is too pure to meet. 

 

So he swallowed it without hesitation. 



 

As for whether he can control it, he is still confident. 

 

As the Lord of reincarnation, if he can't control the reincarnation power of the same root, it's a shame 

for him. 

 

Finally, the whole fragmented light and rain turned into a waterfall and raced into Ye Chen's body. 

 

At the same time, there are also the beneficiaries of the blood dragon. Part of the reincarnation force 

enters its body. In the space of the reincarnation sky sword, the scales on the blood dragon's body are 

incomplete, which are gradually supplemented by this reincarnation force. 

 

"Blood dragon, how do you feel now?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"Master, there seems to be an illusion of the reincarnation Heavenly Sword in front of my eyes! It is 

calling us!" 

 

"It's a strange feeling. I don't know what it means!" 

 

The blood dragon's eyes narrowed slightly and hesitated for a few seconds before answering. 

 

"That's right, let's go!" 

 

Ye Chen recognized a direction in the void and then walked over there. 

 

He is now nurtured by this reincarnation force with the blood dragon, and has gained new insights. 

 

During the flight, each person and each dragon felt the strong killing force bred from the body. 



 

You know, the birth of the blood dragon is related to killing. He is extremely sensitive to killing 

machines, and even his perception of killing machines is far more than any existence. 

 

But the killing in front of us is very powerful, and we can't describe it in words. 

 

"This is..." 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. When he raised his hand, as long as his heart moved, he could condense into a 

lightsaber in the palm of his hand! 

 

This sword is not other, but pure reincarnation blood. 

 

At first glance, it looks as gentle as jade, but in fact, it is hidden. 

 

The figure of the blood dragon emerged, and a sharp dragon horn grew on its head, which was the same 

color as the lightsaber in Ye Chen's hand, which was condensed by blood. 

 

Roar! 

 

The blood dragon roared up to the sky, and the sound shocked thousands of miles. With his body 

twisting, there was also the Dragon horn of light, which was cut out at will, tearing open a crack 

thousands of miles deep in front of the space. 

 

Ye Chen waved his lightsaber at will, which fluctuated in the void. The powerful sword idea was like a 

giant beast swallowing everything. Unexpectedly, it also produced such an effect. 

 

Sharp and earth shaking. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled. After thinking for a long time, he thought of the key. 

 



"What we absorb is the sword meaning of reincarnation Heavenly Sword!" 

 

Ye Chen almost said in a determined tone. 

 

"Ah? But haven't you got the reincarnation Heavenly Sword? How to absorb the sword idea?" 

 

The blood dragon was a little confused. 

 

Ye Chen smiled, looked up at the far space, and her eyes gradually became deep. 

 

"Who says that reincarnation Heavenly Sword can't disperse the blade? Don't forget that reincarnation 

Heavenly Sword contains Heavenly Emperor bone, which is connected with blood! It can also reach the 

mind!" 

 

Hearing this, the dragon body of snow dragon was shocked. 

 

In a trance, he seemed to want to understand something, so he asked tentatively. 

 

"Master, do you mean to say that reincarnation Heavenly Sword has independent intelligence and is 

guiding us forward?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

He had no contact with samsara Tianjian before, so many things can only be guessed. 

 

For example, now, he guessed that all this was arranged by reincarnation Tianjian. 

 

One man and one dragon soared into the sky, planning to rush to the void. 

 

They crossed tens of thousands of miles, and the surrounding space became more and more illusory. 



 

The broad sea level gradually disappeared. Looking down, you can only see layers of thick fog. You can't 

even see what's at the bottom. 

 

About half an hour passed. 

 

They finally stopped. 

 

Because there is no way ahead. 

 

The Abyss stands in the sky. 

 

What's the next step? 

 

Just when ye Chen was wondering, a voice came from nowhere, very distant and mysterious. 

 

"Keep going, don't stop!" 

 

This is the indication given by the voice. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly had some doubts and was wary. 

 

There's a cliff ahead! 
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Why let yourself go under the cliff? 

 



I don't know what's hidden in it. The unknown danger is in front of me. 

 

The blood dragon was still wondering. The cliff seemed to have no edge and could not find an end. 

 

But the next moment, a wisp of clear consciousness appeared in front of Ye Chen, as if guiding him. 

 

The twinkling reincarnation Heavenly Sword guided him. 

 

That reincarnation breath is very pure. Ye Chen can be sure it's not false. 

 

After meditating for a moment, ye Chen stepped out. 

 

Then let your body fall to the endless cliff. 

 

However, after he entered the cliff, his body was no longer under his control. Instead, he rose to the sky, 

just like flying with his wings. 

 

This scene looks like Ye Chen flying up automatically in the blood longan. 

 

"Master!" 

 

The blood dragon hurried after it, and it flew up, but its force sank down. 

 

Strange? 

 

The blood dragon thought that his head was hard, so he knocked up. 

 

But then it reacts, something's wrong. 

 



This place is a little strange. Why is it falling when it flies up? 

 

But soon the blood dragon figured it out. 

 

Polar gravity! 

 

When they exert a force upward, the body will sink because of the influence of anti gravity. 

 

After reading, the blood dragon sank down. Sure enough, its body gradually floated up. 

 

One person and one dragon continue to rise in this void space. 

 

It looks like it's rising, but it's actually sinking. 

 

The blood dragon waited quietly behind Ye Chen. He was not worried. 

 

Such a height is nothing to Ye Chen's strength. 

 

Ye Chen also found this strange phenomenon, but he was soon relieved. He went up in the direction of 

power and broke through many clouds. 

 

According to this trend, it is possible to break through the starry sky. 

 

Finally, his body stopped, looked up and saw the stars. The stars were really in front of him. 

 

As an old saying goes, distance produces beauty. The stars on the land are shining like a dream, but 

when you really get below the stars, you only find that they are just a pile of shining rough stones. 

 

Ye Chen's whole body was filled with clouds, as if there would be wonders of heaven and earth in the 

next moment. 



 

Ye Chen has found a peaceful holy land, which is extremely suitable for self-cultivation. 

 

At the end of the sky, I could vaguely see a mountain top, which had been poked here. 

 

When ye Chen stopped to stay, the blood dragon also flew up, turned into a human shape and stood 

side by side. 

 

"Master, what's here?" 

 

The blood dragon asked suspiciously. 

 

Ye Chen shook his head. In fact, he was not very clear, but he just had a strong hunch. 

 

With the arrival of one person and one dragon, the clouds gradually dispersed, revealing a corner of the 

magnificent building. 

 

The blood dragon immediately said, "master, I feel something wrong. It seems that something is waking 

up!" 

 

He looked very dignified. 

 

Ye Chen nodded. He also noticed the breath. It seemed that he woke up from a quiet corner with the 

clouds dispersed. 

 

A golden light opened to the sun and diffused out, slowly converging into a few big characters. 

 

Samsara has a way, and destiny is impermanent. 

 

Seeing the eight glittering characters, ye Chen was stunned. 



 

"The way of heaven is ruthless, and reincarnation is sentimental. All the seven emotions and six desires 

in this world arise from the heart. Why should the way of heaven rule? Hehe..." 

 

This voice is simple, desolate, and contains a touch of sadness. 

 

For a moment, it seemed to penetrate the distant ancient time and space and linger in Ye Chen's ears 

for a long time. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help asking. 

 

The Golden Hall in front of us is as majestic as the sea, lying across the West sky, as if in a state of 

stillness. 

 

"Who am I... I came from the void, was born in the treacherous forbidden area and disappeared in the 

bottomless black hole... Do you want to know who I am?" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen frowned and fell into deep thinking. 

 

What the hell does this guy mean? It's true. 

 

But the next moment, a golden light sword flew out of his chest, as if guided by some kind of guidance. 

 

Before ye Chen did something, the golden awn shot into the gate of the ancient building. 

 

At this time, it is like a key into the hole, opening the door of distant time and space. 

 

The whole space is violently turbulent. 



 

The sound of rumbling came out from the depths of the sky. 

 

"This is..." 

 

Ye Chen and the blood dragon looked at the scene in front of them and were stunned. 

 

The small golden awn, turned into a towering sword, penetrated directly and cut the ancient building in 

half. 

 

After half an hour, the whole mountain broke into two sections, and huge cracks appeared in horror. 

 

The crack in the abyss, the ray of light, seems to have thousands of shadows shaking in it. When it 

sways, the pressure is all shown. 

 

Ye Chen walked inside, but his mind was still remembering what the mysterious man had said. 

 

Bury heroes at random! 

 

These words were printed into his blood and integrated into his whole body, which could not be more 

familiar. 

 

In Ye Chen's heart, there was a little more speculation. 

 

Although the palace was divided into two parts by the golden light, the main hall was still well 

preserved. He picked up the steps with the blood dragon. 

 

Ye Chen has a strong hunch that this is the real bronze hall. The outer layer is just an illusion. 

 

When they boarded the hall, they saw the scene inside and couldn't help shrinking their pupils. 



 

The scene there is a little scary! 

 

A thick blood color filled it, as if it were senro hell. 

 

Ye Chen removed the blood mist and saw a throne at the end of the hall. 

 

There is another man on that throne! 

 

It's just a dead man. 

 

He was wearing a black gold dragon robe, pierced through his heart by a rusty iron sword and nailed to 

the throne. 

 

Although he was dead, he sat upright and his back was very straight. 

 

Around the throne, there was still a faint smell of terror. 

 

The folded void and the law of being crushed are all revealed. There has been a great war here. 

 

The Dragon robed man should be the last loser! 

 

But why is he in the space of reincarnation sky sword? 

 

Ye Chen couldn't understand it. He approached two steps and wanted to see the appearance of the man 

in the Dragon Robe. 

 

But the face of the other party is always hidden in a hazy. Even if he uses the reincarnation heavenly 

eye, he can't penetrate it. 

 



"Blood dragon, have you ever been exposed to similar breath before?" 

 

Ye Chen turned back and asked, because he found that the blood dragon was lost in meditation, as if he 

remembered something. 

 

There must be a clue. 

 

The blood Dragon said, "master, I haven't been exposed to this kind of breath, but I always feel that his 

expression is a little familiar, as if he was familiar." 

 

deja vu? 

 

The doubt in Ye Chen's heart became stronger and stronger. 
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What he had just heard in the void should have been left by this man, filled with reluctance, resentment 

and regret. 

 

What kind of thing happened to make such strong people have such changeable emotions that still 

linger here after death? 

 

Ye Chen came around from the back and saw an empty void behind the throne. 

 

And in the gap between the throne, there was blood ticking out and flowing into the bottomless space. I 

don't know where it went. 

 

The blood was not crimson, but very pure. 

 



Just one glance can make people panic. 

 

Judging from this scene, the mysterious man on the throne has fallen for more than ten thousand years. 

 

Who the hell is he? Why did you die here? Who can kill him in reincarnation space? 

 

And what was the matter with his last words of resentment. 

 

The sense of familiarity in Ye Chen's heart is becoming stronger and stronger. 

 

The blood dragon standing behind him said, "master, I know what's wrong. The sense of familiarity from 

my heart originates from blood!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved and immediately came to the side with the blood dragon. When he saw the 

dripping black blood, the tears in his eyes gushed out, as if they were uncontrollable. 

 

"Yes! It's this blood, which is related to the reincarnation and hemostasis in my body. I can feel its 

existence and echo extremely strongly!" 

 

The blood dragon stared at the drop after drop of black blood falling into the void. 

 

This time, let Ye Chen have no small confusion. 

 

For him, there was no such blood resonance. 

 

On the contrary, when he saw the sword inserted into the man's heart, ye Chen became familiar for a 

while. 

 

The sword is rusty. It looks neither heavy nor sharp. It is no different from an ordinary iron sword. 

 



But it was this sword that killed all the vitality of the man on the throne. 

 

Ye Chen roughly judged that the man was at least the strength of Tianjun level before his death. Even if 

he was pierced by an iron sword, even if he had only the last drop of blood left, he could be reborn and 

stand in Nirvana. 

 

For thousands of years, it was this sword that nailed the man's body and soul, so that he could only die 

gradually in pain and suffering. 

 

The same is true when the blood turns black, because the noumenon has lost its vitality. 

 

At this time, the voice of Huang Lao came. 

 

"Boy, this flesh on the throne may be called invincible before death." 

 

Ye Chen knew that Huang Lao was well-informed and surprised to hear this, so she couldn't help being 

moved. She asked, "elder Huang, what do you mean by this?" 

 

"Hehe, this man was blocked by the sword and knew he couldn't escape, but the remaining strength of 

the flesh still supported him for a long time. You see, the taboo power on his face hasn't been removed. 

That's a layer of defense automatically solidified by the flesh." 

 

"As a living emperor, he may not want to be seen as miserable after his death." 

 

After Huang Lao's explanation, ye Chen found that it was true. 

 

"Boy, if you want to become stronger, you can find a way to take out this flesh body and transfer all the 

reincarnation blood in your body to it. You can break through it immediately and become the king of 

heaven!" 

 

Huang Lao gave another suggestion. 

 



Ye Chen shook his head when he heard the speech. 

 

Even if it is true in theory, he doesn't have to choose to encourage others for this small temporary 

strength. 

 

In the process of re integration, I don't know what accidents will happen. After all, the blood of 

reincarnation is extremely powerful, and not every body can bear it. 

 

The natural reincarnation divine body came into being, adhering to the will to surpass the way of 

heaven, and the upper limit of the future is immeasurable. 

 

Ye Chen is certainly not so short-sighted. 

 

However, Huang Lao is just joking. He also knows that ye Chen's physical body is strong and will never be 

replaced easily. 

 

Ye Chen sighed. 

 

If we can take out this body, create a human adjective, and then put some spirits in the reincarnation 

cemetery, I'm afraid we will break through the extremely powerful realm immediately. 

 

Of course, many auxiliary means are needed, such as elixir, spirit grass and treasure ware. 

 

"I know you're not so easy to deceive, ha ha. If I had a chance, I would also like to integrate into this 

flesh body, but now I see that this flesh body carries a lot of resentment. If you forcibly integrate it, it 

will only be backfired. At that time, the gain will not be worth the loss!" 

 

The old man laughed. 

 

Ye Chen became solemn about this. 

 



No matter who the strong man on the throne is, what he did in his life is right or wrong. 

 

Just the arrogance and fortitude in the face of death is enough to make people respect. 

 

From ancient times to now, even if the real strong die, they die standing. They never bend their knees 

and seek perfection. 

 

"Even if this body is well integrated, I won't take it as my own! This person should be a hero without 

God. Even if he is dead, he doesn't want to curl up. It can be seen that his will is strong and can't be 

compared with ordinary people!" 

 

The strong are respected in the world of heaven. Even if they die, people will only respect the real 

strong! 

 

The blood dragon on one side also nodded in awe. 

 

Between the real strong, there are points of empathy. 

 

"Hehe, the world of martial arts is like this. You can be strong. You have high mountains! Only by 

constantly urging and honing yourself can you save your life." 
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Between the old words, there are full of sobs and sighs. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the corpse on the throne. There was no origin in his heart. He took out a pot of wine 

and two wine glasses from the storage space. 

 

"Elder, I don't know why you died in the reincarnation space. There must be another reason, but it 

doesn't matter. This cup, I respect your unyielding and integrity!" 



 

Ye Chen poured the wine in the pot and filled the glass. 

 

Then he slowly spilled a glass of wine and fell in front of the throne. 

 

And he drank it himself. 

 

After drinking the wine, ye Chen plans to pull out the rusty iron sword. 

 

There are no other objects in the bronze hall except the iron sword. 

 

Ye Chen wants to try what kind of existence this sword is. 

 

But just then, a hearty laughter came from all directions and filled the whole bronze hall. 

 

"Yes, you are kind and righteous. I'll take this glass of wine!" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. He looked up and echoed around the beam. 

 

When ye Chen took back his eyes, his face suddenly changed. 

 

Because the man on the throne moved! 

 

Not only moved, but even moved a distance, and the fog that had been shrouded in his face gradually 

dispersed, revealing a man's face with slightly white temples. 

 

The figure on the throne, breathing revived, woke up slowly. 

 

This scene surprised Ye Chen. 



 

He could not decide whether the man in front of him was good or bad and whether he was hostile to 

him, so he quickly retreated, stood side by side with the blood dragon and opened the battle posture. 

 

The eyes of the figure opened completely and released a golden light shining on the world. 

 

When seeing this golden light, ye Chen's alert look gradually faded and replaced by an incredible shock. 

 

…… 

 

Meanwhile, fierce fighting broke out in another bronze hall. 

 

The powerful forces who broke in from outside have used their housekeeping skills to try to break 

through this level. 

 

But the three chaotic gods worked together to set up a wind, thunder and fire array. 

 

The wind, representing the ultimate speed, rolled wildly and formed in horror at the door of the bronze 

hall. 

 

Thunder, born in the clouds, suddenly landed and integrated with the void. 

 

Fire seems to burn everything in the world. Thousands of miles around, the temperature rises and 

everything burns up. 

 

The power of these three chaos condenses here. Although it is not at its peak, it also produces a great 

vibration. 

 

None of the strong men outside the bronze hall could break their array defense. 

 



Of course, there is no way to see the hidden chaotic three gods! 

 

They thought this was the array arranged by Ye Chen. For a moment, they were surprised one after 

another. 

 

"What a powerful array. It doesn't seem that this force belongs to the world of heaven." 

 

The sense of the evil wolf of Tiansha was very sharp. His green and faint animal pupils stared at the 

wind, fire and thunder array, and immediately said in a deep voice. 

 

Without too much emphasis, Zhao Qingxian also saw the problem. 

 

On the other side, the two top core disciples of the wanxu temple have recovered their strength and just 

came here. 

 

If they can't enter the bronze hall, they can't get the reincarnation Heavenly Sword. 

 

In that way, the purpose of their trip would be meaningless. 

 

"Why don't we join hands? Only by joining hands can we break the formation!" 

 

The shadow leader shrouded in Black said slowly. 

 

The others thought for a long time, and soon after, they nodded and agreed. 

 

Now they are forced by the situation to break such a big battle. 

 

It's not too late to discuss the distribution after you get inside. 

 

At that time, we will rely on our abilities! 



 

In this way, the top forces in the world reached verbal cooperation. 

 

However, whether this cooperation agreement is useful or not will be seen after breaking through this 

array. 

 

Several groups of people harboured ghosts and took out their strongest weapons. 

 

Bang! 

 

Boom! 

 

Outside the gate of the bronze hall, all kinds of blasting sounds can be heard. 

 

They are all the top strongmen at the level of emperor, and now they are in the peak of strength. 

 

The golden light shines in the world, the magic clouds roll, the world suddenly changes, and the wind 

and cloud stir. 

 

The chaotic three gods have experienced hundreds of battles and are extremely powerful, but now they 

also feel hard. 

 

After all, only a wisp of remnant soul remains. How can we resist the surging power. 

 

All they can do is procrastinate. 

 

Standing in the hall, sun Yerong and Shen Tu Wan'er looked at each other, and they shot at the same 

time. 

 

A divine sword, a Heavenly Sword. 



 

The surging sword Qi rushed forward and entrenched on the wind, thunder and fire array. 

 

Colorful brilliance pervaded between heaven and earth, setting off a spiritual storm after another. 

 

…… 

 

The battle inside and outside the bronze temple was in full swing, and the war was fierce. In this void, ye 

Chen finally saw the real shape of the figure on the throne. 

 

The man has extraordinary bearing, powerful and handsome. The black and gold dragon robe on his 

body exudes Taoist light, showing his past identity. 

 

"Won't you pour me another glass of wine?" 

 

The mysterious man still has a sword in his chest. He has spent a lot of effort just standing up and can't 

escape from the seat. 

 

The sword was still sealed in his heart, so he couldn't get out of here and walk freely. 

 

He held out his hand and the empty cup hung in front of him. 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a long time, but he still walked over and filled his cup with wine, and then added 

another cup for himself. 

 

"You have a good mind. You can take it easy when you see a dead man like me." 

 

The mysterious man looked at Ye Chen with great interest. The meaning in his eyes was different. 

 

They touched the next glass and drank the wine in one gulp. 



 

"Elder, what's your identity?..." 

 

Ye Chen asked suspiciously. 

 

"Is that important?" 

 

The mysterious man replied instead. 

 

Ye Chen frowned and fell into thinking. 

 

The mysterious man said, "with your intelligence, you should have guessed my identity!" 

 

Ye Chen became quite surprised when he heard the speech. 

 

The mysterious man smiled. 

 

"Yes, maybe as you think, in fact, my body and spirit have died, and now what is left is just a wisp of 

obsession." 

 

"Or maybe I didn't wait for the person I wanted to see, so I refused to return." 

 

The mysterious man raised his head and looked through the gate. He didn't know where he looked. 

 

His eyes are endless, as vast as the sea of stars. 

 

Ye Chen stood aside silently. He really couldn't detect the breath of any creatures from the mysterious 

man. 

 



From the body to the soul, everything dies into dust. 

 

The present consciousness is only supported by obsession. 

 

After thinking, ye Chen looked serious and asked, "elder, what happened that year that would trap you 

here, and what was your identity?" 
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After throwing out a series of questions, he waited quietly. 

 

If you want to know the truth of that year, it must be told by the person in front of you. 

 

"You have been in charge of some reincarnation, and your strength has been greatly improved 

compared with your ancestors. But you should understand that you are not the only genius in the world 

who can be called evil." 

 

"So you have to be stronger! Come with me." 

 

The mysterious man said faintly, taking Ye Chen to the space deep in the throne. 

 

Here Ye Chen saw the flashing inscriptions. The words recorded on them surprised him. 

 

Samsara IX book! 

 

Why here? 

 

His body rose in the air, and sooner or later, the blood pressure of reincarnation was revealed. 

 



"The first life, all creatures carry!" 

 

"The second, Ming Ding, Chen Jie!" 

 

"The third world, bury living heroes randomly!" 

 

"The fourth world, there are auspicious dragons in the sea!" 

 

"The fifth world, the gods roar for nine days!" 

 

"The sixth generation, the flower Department cangming!" 

 

"Seventh, ghost cup, look at the shrine!" 

 

"The eighth generation is a thousand years old" 

 

"The ninth generation, reincarnation to explore jiuxiao!" 

 

Ye Chen was still a number for this round of heavenly script, so he gradually recited it along with the 

words on the inscription, sending out the desolate and ancient sound of heaven. 

 

Each life is a cry to the heavens and the world. 

 

The arrogant reincarnation breath stands in the air in a short moment. 

 

The sense of desolation suddenly swept away, bleak and desolate, and the sense of simplicity is like a 

surging river, 

 

Nine reincarnations also mean nine legendary experiences. The sea has changed, but for a moment, it is 

full of mysterious legends. 



 

No matter what happens, earth shaking or indifferent, it is just a drop in the ocean. 

 

The cycle of emptiness and the ruthlessness of the avenue are reflected incisively and vividly at this 

moment. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, round after round of small world emerged. 

 

In those small worlds, there are many joys and sorrows in the world. 

 

Endless reincarnation power, like a river, comes from the other side of the void and flows to the endless 

end. 

 

Boom! 

 

The arrogant and tough reincarnation force is completely covered, vast and lasting. 

 

"If fate is unfair, go against the sky!" 

 

An indelible will arose spontaneously and stirred in Ye Chen's heart. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen finally realized that what he thought in his heart was right. 

 

When the words sounded, all the chanting and singing turned into a mighty force in an instant. 

 

"The existing rules in the world do not mean everything. If you want to really unify reincarnation and 

take charge of the six ways, you must look at the law of all things with a vision that jumps out of reality." 

 

"If you just stay here and keep the existing reincarnation, you can't break through the prohibition. I hope 

you can understand this truth." 



 

The mysterious man kept reminding. 

 

Ye Chen turned to look at him and asked, "senior, you were also the Lord of reincarnation? Which life 

are you?" 

 

Ye Chen can be sure that the other party is not himself in the previous life. 

 

In the last life, he died at the hand of Xuanji moon, and part of his memory has been waking up. 

 

As soon as these words came out, the mysterious man's look stopped slightly, but soon he replied, 

"which sentence I just sang is which life." 

 

Ye Chen immediately knew that the mysterious man on the throne in front of him was the third 

generation of the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

What a long time ago! 

 

I'm afraid many great people were not born at that time. 

 

"I'm afraid there are no traces left by me in the world except here, so you don't have to look for it." 

 

The mysterious man said with a faint smile on his face. 

 

"Elder, who moved your hand? I sealed you here." 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help asking. 

 



The mysterious man pondered for a long time, then shook his head: "it's no good for you to know this 

now. You just need to strengthen your Tao heart and keep going. When you grow up to that point, you 

will naturally know everything." 

 

The mysterious man obviously doesn't want to reveal it too early. This may contain the cause and effect 

of heaven. Once Ye Chen knows it, he will also be stained with it. 

 

With Ye Chen's strength now, I'm afraid it's not enough to deal with the dangers from the unknown. 

 

Ye Chen understood his idea and didn't ask too much. 

 

He knows that many laws in the world have causes and consequences, and should not be touched by 

force. 

 

"Since you already know my identity, there's nothing I need to hide! In fact, I'm different from them in 

front and you in the back." 

 

"My cause and effect comes from practice and cannot be avoided. Of course, if the Lord of reincarnation 

can completely control the heavens in the future, the cause and effect entangled in me can also be 

dispersed." 

 

Ye Chen opened his mouth and asked, "which forces are involved in the death of the elder? Can this be 

revealed?" 

 

The mysterious man replied, "no, I can only tell you that the whole universe, or the whole universe, fell 

into extreme Madness at that time." 

 

Ye Chen was silent and lost in thought. 

 

In front of him, he is just a wisp of soul left behind. 

 

So for a while, I can't remember some things clearly. 



 

The mysterious man seemed quite satisfied with Ye Chen and continued: "I have been trapped here for 

many years. Since then, every reincarnation Lord has come and wanted to ask me for that thing, but I 

didn't give it." 


